
Marine biologist called “the Carl Sagan of 
our oceans” (USA Today), she served as Chief 
Scientist for the NOAA from 1990-1992,  
and has been Explorer in Residence for 
National Geographic since 1998. She is 
also founder and chairman of Deep Ocean 
Engineering and author of over 125  
publications on marine science and  
technology, including Sea Change. She 
will bring us up to date on the state of  
the oceans in terms of global warming.
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Gingrich: A conservative political visionary, he 
is currently Chairman of the non-profit Gingrich 
Group consulting firm. Speaker of the House from 
1995-1999; author of over twenty books, including 
his latest NY Times bestseller: Real Change: From 
the World That Fails to the World That Works. 
Reich: One of the nation’s leading thinkers about 
work and the economy, he is currently Professor 
of Public Policy, UC Berkeley; Secretary of Labor, 
1993-1997; author of eleven books including the 
bestselling The Work of Nations.

Emmy and Peabody award-winning ABC 
radio correspondent and member of both 
the Radio and Journalism Halls of Fame, she 
has covered six Presidents and eight national 
elections. The first woman assigned by a 
network to cover the White House and the 
only broadcast reporter allowed on Air Force 
One on 9/11, she will provide an intriguing, 
behind the scenes look at the White House 
and the presidency itself.

Three-time Emmy award-winner, host of the 
Dick Cavett Show from 1969 to 1996, and 
currently a blogger for the NY Times, he 
began his career as a standup comedian 
turned writer for Jack Parr, Merv Griffin,  
Jerry Lewis and Johnny Carson. His realm  
of experiences begins with Stan Laurel  
and Groucho Marx, and he will share his  
memories, wisdom, and sly intellectual wit.   

International Editor of and columnist for 
Newsweek, formerly an ABC-TV analyst 
and now with CNN, he has been described 
as “the most influential foreign policy 
advisor of his generation (Esquire). His NY 
Times bestseller, The Future of Freedom, 
has been translated into 22 languages. 
Brilliant, articulate, versatile and optimistic 
about America in the 21st century, he 
will provide a lucid, thought-provoking 
appraisal of world affairs.

“America’s best known doctor,” he is “the” 
Harvard-educated authority on health, 
healing and alternative medicine who 
inspires people to live healthier lives. 
Regularly featured in Time magazine, and 
on Today, Good Morning America, Oprah 
and PBS, he has written five NY Times 
bestsellers. His latest is Healthy Aging: A  
Lifelong Guide to Your Physical & Spiritual 
Well-being.

Emmy award-winner and magna cum laude 
Harvard Law School graduate, he is a foremost 
authority on law, media and politics. He is 
currently a Senior analyst for CNN and staff 
writer for The New Yorker. The author of two 
NY Times bestsellers, Too Close to Call and 
his latest, The Nine; Inside the Secret World 
of the Supreme Court, he will provide a look 
at the background, inner workings and 
influence of the US Supreme Court.

Emmy and Peabody Broadcasting award- 
winning journalist, he is known simply as 
“America’s premiere interviewer.” A former 
and future (beginning this fall) 60-Minutes
correspondent, his current unique, nightly 
PBS program has been hailed as  “America’s 
most addictive talk show,” and “the last 
refuge of intelligent conversation on 
television”.
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wednesday, 8:00 pm
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december 3, 2008
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Theater Location
San Mateo Performing Arts Center 
600 North Delaware Street
San Mateo, CA 94401
(between Poplar and Peninsula Avenues)

Office Information
TEL 650-348-0820 
FAX Because we are in temporary offices, for technical  
 reasons, we cannot accept faxes this year.

MAIL PO Box 104
 San Mateo, CA 94401
EMAIL peninsula@speakerseries.net

Series Tickets
OPEN SEATING PRICE: $300
RESERVED SEATING PRICE: $410
(Reserved seating in center sections)

See Order Form on reverse side.

Sold by Series only • Tickets to individual events are not 
available • No refunds, all sales final • Speakers subject to 
substitution and/or rescheduling • Doors open one hour 
early • Performances are 90 minutes with no intermission
 




